INTELLIGENT CONNECTIVITY SYSTEM

I FOR INSIGHT
The Internet of Things provides more comfort and agility, both in our daily lives
and in industry. Machines are communicating, and so is your compressed air
equipment.
However, you are not in the business of data processing. What you need is
insights. Insights on the performance and service status of your compressed air
equipment, that will give you maximum uptime and efficiency.

FAST AND EASY
On the ICONS interface, the information you need is right there, easy and clear:
machine health, uptime and energy efficiency. If an action is required, it shows
up immediately. An easy overview of the service needs of your machines enables
you to plan maintenance efficiently.

RIGHTIME
•

Always knowing the right time for service, so you can
plan your resources and costs efficiently.

•

Get an easy overview of machine status and events.

•

Direct access to your supplier for a quote request makes
your life easier.

•

RighTime is our free standard ICONS offering.

TAILOR-MADE VALUE
The data from your machines are analyzed using smart algorithms and our
compressed air expertise. This results in recommendations on ICONS, showing
real opportunities to improve machine availability and reduce your energy costs.
Site visits are more efficient than ever. Our expert analysis enables us to spot
potential problems early, so we can intervene before the risk of a breakdown
becomes real.

UPTIME
•

All RighTime features are included.

•

Machine warnings are sent as email and/or text
message, enabling you to take corrective action and
avoid a breakdown.

•

Consult all events and get a clear overview of machine
availability performance.

ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
All the insights offered by ICONS are available on your computer, tablet or
smartphone. There is no need for service logbooks: a mouse click is all it takes to
consult the service status of your compressor online. A link takes you directly to
your compressor supplier for a service quote request. It’s fast and easy, and it’s
always there when you need it.

ENERGY
•

Offering additional insights on the energy efficiency of
your compressed air system.

•

Reports showing performance indicators, benchmarks
and trends.

•

Make informed decisions to optimize your compressed
air installation.

•

Reach your energy saving targets.

Register on https://portal.connectivityicons.com/account/register

Care. Care is what service is all about: professional service by knowledgeable people, using high-quality Original Parts.
Trust. Trust is earned by delivering on our promises of reliable, uninterrupted performance and long equipment lifetime.
Efficiency. Equipment efficiency is ensured by regular maintenance. Efficiency of the service organization is how Original Parts
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and Service make the difference.

